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Abstract

Dfaostic,testing in.mathematics'involves identificabion of
4'

. -

specific strengths And weakqesseS fn mhthematies skill development.

Whire the pra.cticum greatly enhances arisessment practices and-
4

educa-

tional planning activfties, few diagnostic math tests Are available.
4

if

The Mathematics subtest. of the Peabody Individual Achievpment Test
4,-....-/ %

..
.

10

was analyzed and- its c'ontent repres#ted in a format similar to that.
,.

used in diagnostiavmath tests. /1.n error analysis matrik is provided

"and its use is illustrated with application to the mathematics per-

formance of a sixth grade e1eve4 year old child. A brief intert

pretation and discussion section are presented.

6
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Diagnostic Testing in Mathematics:" An Extension of die PIAT?

4

Diagnostic testing in mathematilinvolvesstdentification of

specific strengths and weaknesses in mathematics skill deve),opment

as a basis for subsequent remedial programming. While the assess-

ment of mathematidal skills is relatively clear-cut, there-are'few

diagnostic math`--e-ests available (Salvia & Ysgeldyke, 1978)..

The Key Math Diagnostic Arithmetic Test <Connolly, Nachtmann,

& Pritchett, I/71) is an individually administered test of mathe-
èS

1 .

. mattes skill development. let, provides four measures of.achievement:

grade equivalent total_ test.performance, as well as area,.subtest,

and item performances., The 209 itp.lis,are organized into 14.stibtests

4,1-mwithin three general dreas (i.e.:content, operations, And applica-

Mons)... Whtile'the Key Math can be used ag a norm-referenced or

criterion-refere+d test, its real value is in its use as a criterion- .

referenced. measure (Salvia & YsseVyke, 1978). Tliis simply means that

one analyzes a child's performance'relative to the specific areas,

.subtests, and/or items that the child :.a.Awered,correctly and in-

A

cofrectiy. \It is qssume

1

that such a pfocedure mill enable pattern's

of skill devetopment to be ascertained and remedial programming

attempts to be'facilitated.

The mathematics'subtest of the Peabody Individual Achievement

Test, (FIAT) is a set of 84 questtons desigqed to assess various

levels of arithmetic performance (Dunn & Markwardt, 1970). Age and

grade equivalents and percentile and standard scores are available
-

measures of achievement from the FIAT for school-age children. The
#

WEB 1,3 !980
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reliability ayd validity af the PIAT mathematics subtest have been

lestligated and veported to be ailequate-(Dunn & Markwardl, 1970;

Salvia & Ysseldyke% 1978); the content valttiy was basea on "exten-
4

- sive revieasof curriculum materials used,at each grade level," (Dunn -

& Markwardt, 1970, P. 50). The format of the test is multiple-

choiv iddn ification in which.the child chooses.the voirrect response

e .

tb a quest li1 from four pictorially presented choices. The,items

are arranged in order of Aifflculty with easier items lAcurring in the

initial portion Of the test. A basal and ceiling procedure is utilized

to establish the appropriate items for a particular child.
I.

While the PIAT may be useful,for one purpose of educationat

assessment (i.e.; screen4ng'or placemerit), o e tends to find it in-_

adequate with regarcPto a second purpose. .0 educational planning);

that is, the utility of the mathematics.subtest as a diagnostic test

has ngt been demonstrated. However, the problem is not with the con-

.fent.of the items but more with the format,pf 'score reprekntation.

It is difficult to translate
1
age or grade equivalent scores into

Meaningful 6structional objectives based on'the summary information

feOrted by the PTAT.. What specifically does one teachsa child who

obtains a 3.2 on the mathematics subtef73t?

An analysis of the:itemS of the PIAT mathematics subtest indi-

cates that 14 subgroups of behavioral activities within three main

subsections of mathematical' abilities can be represented. The pro-

posed subgroups wrthin the PLAT mathematics subtest, ,grouped aecord-,

ing tb the three major areas of.abilities, are reported in Table 1.43.

.1
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. .

Insert Table 1 about here soft

The :f1rst subsectibn (foundations) is comprised of subgroupS7--

of items which deal with match-to-sample number Identification, sizes

\

of quantities, identification or shapes, and knowledge about general

mathematical goncepts (e.g.; days in week'and year). In general,

these items occur earliet (i.e., for younger children) portions

f the total subtest. A description of the behavioral activities

within the Foundations subsection is presented in Table 2. Thq sub-
.

4

group classifications, PIAT item numbers, and statements of each be-'

havioral activity are inclaled; within the behavpral
,y-

. .

spegific words and content from the items are indicated in parenthases.
.

insert Table 2 about here

N

The items within the Basic Facts subsection deal with combinipg

and subtracting4ets, identifying monetary values, and,recogrkizing and

using.the mathematical operation'a.of multiplication and division. A
,

description oE..the items in this subsection is contained in Table 3.'7r-
These item§ are generally presented within the middle section of the

total mathematics subtest.

'V

Insert Table about here '
41

A description of the items in the Applications jIsection is con-
,

\ 4
tained in Tablj-.4. The subgroups of items within this area deal with

identifying and using fractions, supplying missing parts through
-

4

ip4
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equations,: solving verball'Y presented word problems invdiving several

operations, identify.ing and using geomctric Iormulae, and Using alge-

brafc equations. The itemS are genei-ally%contained in the later

\ sections of the PIAT mathematics subtest.

insert Tabl 4 about.here

Given thiS information, one begin to use the PIAT mathematics
'

subtest within a diagnostic testing. framework; -that is, it can be used

to identify specific strengths and weaknesses within areas, subgroups,

and item:3 in'a procedu2eisimilar to that of the Key Math.

The wide range of content coverage does not facilitate this process;
,

in fact, basal and ceiling procedures may be such that only a narrow
. .----

,
,

.
,. . _-

range of content is sampled; In this eventi-Items within a subgroUp

(e.g., 7, 9, 10, 23, 26) may not be,completely sampled. However, error

Ilkanalysis within and j)etween the /groups may provide meaningful

information for educational planning beyond that provided by global.

sc;ores. To facilitate this process, an error analysis matrix has been

developed and is presented in Table 5. rt is organized into three sub-
.

sections'and contaLgv PrAT item numbers arranged by subgroups within

Lhe main areas of content sampled by the subtest.

insert Table 5 about here

To use the'matrix, one merely underlines items which were sampled

, .

within a subgroup, circles correct ones and crosses- out incorrect ones;

patterns of performance within the subtest can then be analyzed.

9

r---

4
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a

e centages of correct and incorrect items wit4in subsections and
WO

subgroups can be computed by dividing the total items sampled (under

lined items. withiri subsection and/or Subtroup) into the number of

correct- (circled) or incorrect,items (crosselfout).

An e?cample of the use of this matrix in the analysis of the

mathematics Performance of a sixth grade eleven year old child (Chai-les)

,Is presented in Table 6. In following the scoring procedures suggested

in the test manual :.Charles' performance (relative to others in hiv

grade) would be recorded as the following: raw score 45; gra.de equiva-

lent 5.3; percentile 33; standard score 95. The perfoimance would be

interpreted ak slightly below grade level expectancy and similar to 1k.
4

or above approximately 33 percent of sixth grade children on whom the
.

test was normed. Educational planning from this information is softie-

What limited.

Insert Table.6 about here

/

Perusal of the additiOnal information provided by the error anal-

ysis.matra (see 'Tablt 6) indicated that while Charle's performed more t

than half of the items he attempted (i.e., 17/29), his performance
1

was somewhat unevenly distributed according to,the general subsections.

Most of those items attempted (i.e., 80%) within the Foundations area,

were answerV correctly. Of the 73 percent cortedtly answered in the
A a

Basic Facts subsection 50 percent were in the Money subgro0p, 75 per-

. cent wece in the MultiplA.caltion subgroup, and 80 percent were'in the

+of

Divisiongsubgroup: Individual Aem analysis indicates that C.harles

IV
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was unable to recombine multiple urfits,W four,coin values (i:e.;
.

. 1, :.,

penny, nickel, diMe quarter) and identify whbch total was of greatest.

'NO

%O.

value, identify a thousand times or identify how,many hundreds

are ia a thousand.

In analyzing the 62 percent incorrect respon4es in tLe ApPlica-

. tions'subsection, it is apparent, that Charles was unable.to complet'e

1

4

any items involving fractions, geometry. or algebra; he correctly

answered 60 percent.of the questions presented in the subuoup of

NumericaP Kelatiionships, and 50 percent within the subgtoup of Word.

Problems. Those items which were incorrectly answeted dealt with

identification of place values (items 51 drid 54), and completion of

two step word problems (items-49 and 58).

These results suggest that Charles may be having trouble with

pIcIce valuALitems 46, 38, 51, 54), with two-step problem scjving

(items 42, 46, 58), and with beginntng iDlsion using place value.

AdditiOnal informal assessment wOuld be warrapted to determine the

exaCA,naenre of the skills Charles has acquired in these areas. Since

all tests are.merely samples df behavior, it is generally recommended

to attempt to verify suggestive test perfonmance with follow-up

assessments., The results,of such a procedure can help to clearly de-

limit areas in which instruction can be useful.
.

That the use of the error analysis matrix,provides more informs-
.

tion than merely reporting general achievement 'levels (e.g., 5.3)

.should.be obvious:* however, itby no measure-defines disabilities

or unequivocally identifies problem ares. When a child performs

poorly on a test item, several explanätionsore possible. Rirst the
.
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: A

4,
A

.
A._

child may not have aeveloped the skill being ested; that,fas the
. ..-

. 1,.

test performance is-a valid indication of a problem. It is also
.

.

\ , 4V.. .
.

.possible, however-, that the test performance incarrectq identifies

".

7

a problem arpa false positive error).- This may occur for a

vari6ty of reasons. Foi example; the:nature of the behaviors sampled,

by 10-he particular test may not`match the way an ind1ViduAl child best.
.

T
,'

1.

t. -A-
. ,. .. -. .

. .

handles information or performance.(8alvis & YsseldAce, 108); tbe
1

. . ,

'PEAT mathematics subtest required multiple-choice'identifications with-
..:

. Y.

outi pencil or paper assistance. It may be that some children can er-
-

...,
..

form PIAT Items given differ esponse options.

.It is also possible that chance errors have occurred ufithin a

subgroup of items. The child may have lapsed in his or her attention

to the task, may.have misunderstood the item, and/or May have applied

an inappropAiate model' (e.g.,,addition for subtraction) to the item.

In analyling PIAT subgroup error matrices, one of several error patterns /

, fs likely.° The child may progress'with incorrect followed.b correct;

progress yith correct and incorrect, apparently randomly; or progress

.
with only correec_or incorrect within the range of items sampled. It

, .

is' the responsibsility of the teacher/diagnostician to attempt to analyze
. A

patterns of errors and to develop tentative hypotheses with regard to

A

strengths and weaknesses: These hypotheses can then beyerified with,

subsequent infonmal assessment.

Poor test performance may also result from the child not having

been exp&sed T4g4imilar fmal and ngorMal experiences to those chil-

dren on whoa the test was pormed. 'Salvia and Yssgleyke.(4978) refer
IF,

0
tn this as "acoutturation" and suggest that the interactiop between

"".
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54 k
$2r u 51.

, ? I. .. ,,-.
1

,accul4Oirat4ort'and actual liehaViors saMplect by tOrts may reAult in

tests'Ineasurtng dicfetent Wrigs for different Aildren. poor test
.

. ... c...

Oerformance may only be relati've to the purticular group to whieh
k .

an individual's peilormaa,ce is comparesds(e.g.,-theglQ 8ixth grade

7

males in theyIAT-"Standardi_zatiov's441,e)..
-,. 0%

t . ; 0

. ,it should be eident t hereare
. A

. p .
, .

t. children:. Regardless of ChP6* issup, ehe use. Of gnostic teswing .

I
/-approach eb tile FIAT mathematics subte t,,Wl_thin yhe,range of. the

.
t '

1-, . ..., .behviors sampled, provides more info6latton fr8m:Which.to'begin to,

...
.11

probletis involved in testing
0

t .

3

0
plan meaningful educational programs than,simply recording global :

performance scores.

. 41

7

0

40.
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Table 1

5..Ubgroups of PIAT Mathematics Subtdst %

1. Foundations 2.. Baste Facts 3..App4cations

1.1 Number 2.1 Addition
Discrimination

2.2 Subtraction
1.2 Size

Discrimination 2.3 Money

1.3 Shape 2.4 Multiplication
Discrimination

1.4 General informa-
tion-

3.1 Fractions

3.2 Numerical
Relationships

3.3 Word Problems

3.4 Geometky

3.5:; Algebra

4

4

4-
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Table 2s'

Behavioral Activities Within FoanOations (1) Subsection of PAT Mathematics §uhtest

1

Subgroup fifik tt.em )

1.1 Number 1

. Discrimination

1/4

2.

3

4

12

15

17

25

1.2 Size 3
Discrimination.

6
%./

.Y;y,

1.3 Shape 11

Discrimination

22

41

11.4 General k. 19

Information

21

28

35

r'

40

53

69

Behavioral Activity

given a numeral, the child finds one like it in a set'of four
choices (find, down, like).

given a numeral, the child finds one like it in set of four
choices (find, down, like).

given a numeral, the child finds one like ir In a s oE wither-
matical symbols 4find, down', like).

given a numeral, therchild finds one like it In a set of numbers.
(find; like, down).

given four Odo-digit numbers, the child will identify the one
requested (number,,28).

given a set of pictures, the child demonstta.tes awaren sg of the
concept of the smallest quantity in a set (birthday ca e,
youngest chile).

given a set of numbers, the child can identify the one Lthat comes
just before ten (numbers? just before).

givenva set of numbers, the child can identify the one* hat comes
just before la (numbers, just before,. 100),

given a set of twO digit numbers, the.childn,can identif what
number is halfway between sixteen and twenty (series, numbers,
left out, halfway between., sixteen, twehty).

given pi picture of four circles in different,sizes, the child
can identify the biggest one (shapes, biggest).

given a picture of four pencils in different'sizes, the child
can identify the shOrtest one (pencils, shortest).

given four geometrical configurations, the child can identify
the curved line (curved line).

given four geometrical configurations, the child can identify
a double circle (circles, double circle).

given four geometrical shapes, the child can identify the one
that is not a triangle (shapes, not, triangle).

given four Choices, the child can identify how many days there
are in one week (days, howny, one week).

given pictures of Cour clocks, the child can identify correct
time on hour distinction (four, clocks, eight o'clock).

given four clock symbols, the child can identify one showing
twenty minutes after ten (clock, twenty, (tutes, after, ten,
ten-twenty).

given four choices, the chti.d can identify how many days there
are in a year (how many, days, year)."'

given four.choices, the child can identify ow many inches are
in a yard (how many, inches, yard)..

given pictures of thermometers showing four temperatures, the
child can identify the coldest temperaturA (thermometer reading,

v--'coldest, temperatute).
4

'given a Romkn numeral, the child cad identify the Arabic numeral
,equivalent from four choices (volume, series of books, marked,
XIAlt, Roman numerals, Arabic numerals).

1 14
4. I

y #
.



Behavioral Activities Within Basic

Table ! )

Facts (2) 'Aubsection of PIAT Mathematics Subtest,

13

Subgroup

, 2.1 Counting an.4

AdOtition

fr

2.2 Subtraction

PIAT Item # Behavioral Activity

7 givenjwo sets of objeeti, the child identifies the sum of their
lement') (two, grandmother, number, how many, altogether).*

9 given a set of objects, the child
the same number bf.ellments (dogs
circles, equal", number, down, how

'

given a.set of objecte, the child
describes the number of elements
how many, altogether. number).

identifies a second set with
, cats, count, altogether;
many, same, group, set).

ldentifies the numeral that
in the set. (row, circles, count,

23 giyen a set of numbers, the child'indicates the quantity of three
pairs (each, pair, Ploes, how many, altogether)..

4

2.6 given a two digit dollar value and a one digit dollar value, le
child can add and identify the result (how much, twelve, nine,-

, dollars, altogether).

;

-4,8 7 given a set Of three, the child.subtracts two elements and

14

24

27

2.3 Money 16

..

18

.29

k

42

43

.31

0.

identifies result (three, puPpies, gave away, bOw many, have /
'leSt,'number, had left). /

'(

given-the number five, the child subtracts three and identif/ies
the result (five, pennies, spent, three, number, had

giVen the number twelve, the child subtracts five and iden ifims .

'result (storekeelmi, twelve, pineapples, sold,.five,.numbe , had
left).

given the number nine, the child eubtricts'six and identlifies
epsult (nine, years old, how many, years older, than). /

given sit of four numeral choices, the child can identify which
is equivalent to how many pennies Are equal to a nicke (pennies,
same, nickel).

given A set of four number.choices and the numbers lOh 5, and 1,
the chiid can identify which is equivalent to how marry pennies
'equal a dime, a nickel, and a,penny (dime,
many, be worth, altogether).

p nny, how

GP

giyen a set of four number choices, the chipld can dentify("the
one equivalent to how many niekels equal forty cen s (how many,
nickels, equal, forty, cents).

given four coin values of the monetary system, the child can re-
combine. muYtiple units of those values ind identify which is of
greetest value (most, money, penny,'Ackel, dime, quarter, 12,,3,
70,.8).

given a set of four dollar and cants values, the child can find'
the sumvor product of six.quarters (newsboy, 'collected, querter,
tech, Sunday paper, sold, six, papers, how tOuch, ctillect alto-.
gether).!

I 8

(
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Table 3 (continued)

1

Subgroup ?TAT Item 0

a.

Behavioral Activity

2.4 Mdltiplication 30
-

2.5 Division

4

given a mathematical statement with a missing operation sign,
the chtld can identify, from four choices, the sign which makes'
the statement correct (sign, true).

giv6 a one digit number, 'the child multiplies by another one
digit number and comploes the product (six, five, pennies, how
many, altogether).

).

36 ftvon a set of seven,..the child multiplies by five and identifies
result (seven, rows, desks, classroom, each, five, how many,
altogether).

46 given a set of number chofces, the child can identify a thousand
times 50 (number, represents, thousand, times, 50).

31 given'four 4 f symbols, the child can find one which can be
divided into two equal-subsets (four, groups/sets, crosses,
divided, two,'exactly, same, number, each).

32 given a set of twelve, the child divides it by.three anti identi-
fies result (twelve, pieees, candy, divided, equally, among,.'
tfiree, how many).

38 Olen a set of four number choices, the child can identify hOw
many hundreds are in-a thousand (how many, hundreds, thousand).

39 given a set of four number ch2ices, the child cah identify how
away threes are in eighteen (Low many, threes, eighteen).

52 given a two digit dollar value, the child can dimide Weihgle
digit nuMber and identify result (eight, earned, sinetysix,

,

,
dollars, altogether, divided, money, equally, among,,themselves,
how much, each, share).

4

I.

11

4

1 9 ,
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Tabre 4

Behavioral Activities Within WpplUtiont (3) Subsection of PLAT Mathematics Subtext

11

Subgroup PIAT Item # Behavioral'Activity

41

").

3.1 Pracitions

3.2 Numerical
Relationships

13 given a set.of four cqclis divided in various Portions, the
child can ddentify thel,one that is cut in half (circles, cut in
half).

20 given a set of%four circles divided in variota proportions, the
child cAn identify che one that is divided into fifths (circles,
divided, fifths).*

47 given a problem ihvolving fractions aq4 recluiring one conversion,
the child solves for the difference (served, one-quarter, pie,
lunch, one-half, dinner, how much, is left).

55 given a set of fractions, the child can put each in its ldwest
terms and identify the non-equivalent one (fraction, not equal,

,exactly','One-third).

37 given a set of two digit numbers, the child can identify what
number belongs betwien 15 and 20 in a multiple 0 5 number sequence
(series, numbers, 14ft out, missing).:-

44 given four equations with zero as a factor, the child can identify
the one which when sOlved would 'be true (statements, coi:rect).:

given a set of four digit numbers, the child identifies the ten's 4
place (numbers, digit, 8Nten's place).

given a set of numbers, the ctliid can identifyvIthe thousanda and
tens place (numbers, equals, 18, thousands, 6, tens).. *

given two mdLdigit numbers differehtiated by numbers in the tens
and ones place, the citild adds.,the tyo digit numbers and identifdes
the resu t or multiplies:each set, adds and identifies the result,
(number, tends for, sum,.statements, 7, tens, ones, 5).

48

51r

54

N 60 giveghl piCture representing-gallons and tenths of gallons,'the
child Van add one tenth'and identify the result (gasoline pump,
registers, gallons, tenths,.pumped out).

62 given an equation, the child can multiply single digit number
by different power of ten, add each product, and identify the
result (ntimber, represented, expression).

65 given a multiplication problem, the child can drop two zeros
from the multiplier and identify the product as a fraction of
the Original product(effect, product, dropping, two zeros,
multiplier, statement, as great, the same, times).

72 given a set of factored expressions, the child can identify ihe
complex operarion expression that is not equal to 596 times 5
(expression, not equal, 596, times, 5).

2')

4

4

A
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6 Table 4 (continued)

; 4

8ubgropp PIAT Item # Behavior;1 Activity
,

IT

3,3 Word Problems

..$

;

45

6
49

..e

50#

.

58

4

59

61

63

66

78

3./e Geometry 56

64

o"

68

(IP'

73 :

. /
,

given a specific time, the child can add more time and idelatify.
result (started, work, eight o'clock, morning, seven and one-
half hours, no, breaks, lunch, rest: time, start). ,..

given four numerical choicese the child can identify the sum of
a_problem iAvolvieg the conversion of pints and quarts (bought,
quart, milk, pint, how many, aleogether).

4

.

gven two equationsopinvolving money valuep, the child can find
-;, the missing factor that makes both equations equal (bought, 12,
'* leans, ju,ice, dollar, how many, each, quarter, spent).

.
. ,

a.
g4ren the WAR of a dozen objects, the child can identify the
price of 36 of eile objects (egga; 60, cents, dozen, how much,
36, 'vest).

given the conc ept of one yard, the child can subtract a traction
',of it (1/3) and identify how many inales are left (woman, one
-6

yard, ribbon, one-third, how many, inches, were left),

given three elements of a ractipnal equality, the child finds
thtrmissing eleAnt, (each, ,numOr, trays, fruit, 9, pears, 3,
apples, 18Yaltogether, how many, all).

'begtnniAg with a single digit number, the child can identify the
number which would end a sequence involving addition of 'each

copsecutive number beginning with one and ending with five (tree,
4, *Aches, tall, plarited,ine year, 5% two years, 7, three yeais,
10) four, years, 14, how many, after, five years).

given an amount%of money, the child completes a peicentage of the
amount (5%), qubtracts'that product and identifies rdsult (man,
arned $60.00:`per,

week9

25 9 percent, withheld, taxes, hlow
much, money, take, home, $35.00, $45.00, $48.00, $25,00).

gtVell'a nuMber containfhg a decimal value (1.12), the child
can change that value to a percentage and identify lt from four

*choices (presint, salary, previous, year, percent,,former).

giyen a circle with various parts indicated, the child can
identify the radius (letter, identifies, radius, circle).

given a description of a type of ttiangle and four written
choices, the child can identify an isosceles triangle (triangle,'
two, three, sides, equal, length, type, equilateral, obtuse,
isesceles, acute).

given a description of a five or more sided f4gure and four
written choices,rthe child cam identify a polygon (mo-
dimensional figure, five, more, sides, ellOse, rhombus, quadri-
lateral, polygon).

given:the diameter of a c ircle, the chil& can identify its'epprox-
imate area in square_inches (diameter; circle, 14, inches, approx-
iehte,..area, equare inches).

.74 given four choices, the child can identify the sum of all three
.internal sOles,of an obtuse triangle (suM, all,'three, internal

, angles, obtuse triangle). .

76 given the measurements of the apes of'the right angle in
right-angled triangle, th* chill can identify the, area of the
triangle in square inches (teo sides, either, right angle, right-
angled triangle, 3, inches, 4, area, square ipches).

, .

79 given, four choicesy the,child can identify how many degrees tbi
'hour hand of a clock retatee in three hours three hou1a, how
many, hour hand, cloek, rotate).

,

,1

81 given-tour formulaOchoices, the child on identify the formula
for area of the completcoutilida surface of a cylinder (foriula,
area, complete, outside, surface,'tcylinder).

S4 given a triangle and the measurements orimch side,.thi child
can identify the sine of an Angle in the triangle (sine, angle,
triangle). s* 91

110

"
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table. 4 (continued)

0

17

. Subwroup PIAT Item 0 Behavioral Activity

3.4 Algebra 67

- 70

71

given an algetNac equation involving an unknown number and its
square, the thild cnn identify the factors of the expression
(factors, expression),

given an unknown number Qvariable), the child can divide its
fifth power by its second power and identify the result (term,
represented, ratio)(:,

'

given four choices, the child can identify the cube root of an
.

expression (cube root; expression).

75 'given two numbers involving square roots, the child can add and
identify result (sum).

/
.

'. 77 given two algebraic equations (involving two variables), the
child can identify iwo mlssing variablhe4in an algebrain equa-

-* tion that equal each other and can iaentify one of the ;Iwo ,

t variables (txue,.equal)'. ,

.
.

980 given four two,variableequations, the child can,solve them to
identify the equation where X decreases in Wilde when Y decreases
in lue (equation, decreases, value).

/Vs82

83

g ven four cholftg, the child can identify an equation that, when
graphed, would :Pas#,through the origin (equations, graphed, pass,
through, origin),

,

given four number choices, the child can identify the factorial
of a singj.e digit numbei (value, 4, factorial).

4 .
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f Table 5

ErrOr AnAlysis Matrix for Subsections and

Subgroups Within PIAT,Mathemaftcs Subpest

1. Foundations

1..1 Number Discrimination

1.-2 Size Discrimination

1.3 Shape Discrimination,
, I.

1.4 Aeneral Information

2. Basic Facts

2.1 Addition

2.2 Subtra'ction-

2.3 Money'

2.4 Multiplication

2.5 Division

3. Applications

3.1 FraCtions,

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Summary

J

11-2-3-4-127.15-19=25-33-$

-19-21-28-35-40-5349- s

-7-9-10-23-26-

-8,14-24-27-

-16-18-29-42-43-

-30-34-36-46-

-31-32-38-39-52:

4.
-13-20-47-56-

Vumerical Relationships -37-44-48-51-54-60-62-65-72-

Word Problems -45-49-50-58-5941-63-66-78-.

Geometry -56-57-6448-73-74-76779-81-84-

Algebra -67-70-ga-75-77-80-82,83-

Foundations

=- % correct

Basic Facts ' Applications

/ = % correct / = % correct

/ = % incorrect / = % incorrect / = % incorrect

(la
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ExaMple of Error Analysis Matrix Application .;

4.
I

19

I. Fdundations

I. 1 Number Discrimination

1.2 Size DisCriminatiOn:

1.3 Shape DiScrimination

1.-4 General Information

2. Bas ic Facts

2.1. Addition

2'..2,Aubtraction

°

2.4

2.5

Money

Multiplication

Rivision .

3. App 1 icat ions

-5-6-

-11-22 100%

-19-21-28-

/

-1-9710-23-26-

; -8-14-2427-

50%

COO

3.1 Fractions

3.2 Nume.rical Relationships

3.3 Word Problems

3.4 Geometry

3.5 AWgebra

ummary

Foundations

4
= 80Z 'correct

5

1 .

:20/: incorrect:-
5

4.1
1"

A coitectA4itlan subgroup

V.

lod%

69- 67%

. ,

-13-20-- o%

t.

n

a

I.

-60-62-65-727 60%

,59-61-63-66-78- 50%

.4=68773-74-76-79-.81,-84- 0%

767-70-71-75-77-80-82-83-
-

- Basic Facts

8 = 73% correCt
11

Applications

= 38% Coriect
13

8= 27% incorrect 62% incorrect11 - 13

4

,
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